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  LEAVE
NO ONE
 bEHIND

~ United Nations Sustainable Development Goals





    EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is a comprehensive report evidencing the progress of beneficiaries, covering 
+150 key performance indicators (KPIs) + a yearly beneficiary survey

• Psychosocial accompaniment is an essential tool in the Fight Against Poverty

• Results from 2020 internal evaluation and the University of Mauritius report 
show that the Lovebridge method works

• The Lovebridge method is adaptable and can be scaled up gradually

• Collaboration among stakeholders works 
 
• Structured, systematic and regular accompaniment provided by a 

multidisciplinary team of trained social work professionals is what brings 
empowerment results. The structure is now fully in place and operational 

      Lovebridge present in the 9 districts, 
      covering 92 localities

64% of famillies in progress on the 6 pillars at end 2020

+3 000 individuals supported since 2015
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Lovebridge is a partner of Business Mauritius and runs under its stewardship. The Lovebridge 
Board is made up of representatives of the private sector, of representatives of Business Mauritius, 
of the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development and of the Ministry of Social 
Integration, Social Security and National Solidarity. The role of Board members is to ensure, on 
a voluntary basis, the smooth running of the project.

1. Mr. Deonanan Makoond, Co-Chairman
2. Mr. Harold Mayer, Co-Chairman
3. Mr. Dhirujsing D. Ramluggun (Business Mauritius), Secretary
4. Mr. Eric Adam, Member of the Board
5. Mr. Patrick Dean Ah-Chuen, Member of the Board
6. Mrs. Audrey D’Hotman de Villiers-Desjardins, Member of the Board
7. Mr. Jacques d’Unienville, Member of the Board
8. Mr. Pradeep Dursun, Member of the Board
9. Mr. Hector Espitalier-Noël, Member of the Board

10. Mrs. Jeanne Lan Hing Po (Ministry of Social Integration, Social Security and National Solidarity)

11. Mr. Janaab Mohamadally Mownah (Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development)
12. Mrs. Danielle Wong, Member of the Board
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• The Public sector, via the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development contributes 
Rs18M - Rs20M annually towards the running of the current structure (payroll & administrative costs)

• The Private sector contributes around Rs4M annually in cash, through own CSR Funds and via 
the National Social Inclusion Foundation, this towards direct help to beneficiaries under the 6 
pillars (in-kind provision of products & services via Lovebridge)

• The Private sector also contributes around Rs6M in-kind annually, in the provision of free of 
charge infrastructure, capacity building and HR/legal support

    PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
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MISSION
VISION
VALUES

LOVEBRIDGE... a long-term vision
Our objective, apolitical and secular, is to play an active role (alongside government, businesses, NGOs and society 
at large) in the fight against poverty in the Republic of Mauritius. Our vision is to help bring and strengthen 
empowerment for households wanting to break out of the poverty cycle. We have a long-term commitment to this 
vision. Our vision is also to participate in the construction of the Mauritian nation by helping to build bridges among 
its citizens.

LOVEBRIDGE... a social mission
Our mission is to support the empowerment (autonomy) of target households through 6 fundamental, interconnected 
pillars (multidimensional approach to poverty reduction):
• Education (of the children)
• (Decent) Housing
• (Physical & emotional) Health
• Employment/employability (for employable adults), training (for idle youth above the age of 16)
• (Adequate access to) Food and nutrition (in quantity & quality)
• Psychosocial support / MASCO - Motivation, a positive Attitude towards empowerment & self-help, Skills/know-
how and COurage, which are the real drivers of any success.

LOVEBRIDGE... guiding values
results driven   team spirit   positive attitude 
excellence   love   respect   ethics   humility

+3 000 individuals living in poverty
supported since 2015
+130 000 hours of accompaniment 
over 54 months
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GLOBAL RESULTS
2020 OVERVIEW

64%

“Eski ou panse ou kapasite pou dibout lor ou lipie 
inn sanze depi ki Lovebridge pe akonpagn ou ?”

“Eski ou satisfe oun rant dan proze Lovebridge ?”
100% YES

95% YES

of the families have
progressed on the 
6 pillars on average,
as compared to baseline

PILLARS
% in 
2019

% in 
2020

MASCO
ADULTS 76 77
MASCO 
CHILDREN 78 77
EDUCATION 51 55
HOUSING 62 60
EMPLOYMENT 64 63
NUTRITION 61 66
HEALTH 59 50

2020 has been a challenging year due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic. Beneficiary 
families have demonstrated resilience 
and have overcome the situation, 
with the help of the Lovebridge team.

* average percentage of families in progress

NUTRITION

+66%*

HEALTH

+50%*

EDUCATION

+55%*

EMPLOYMENT

+63%*

HOUSING

+60%*

MASCO
ADULTS +77%*

CHILDREN +77%* LEAVE NO ONE BEHIND
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Priscille Noël 
Chief Serving Officer

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, its Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and its central, transformative message to ‘Leave no one behind’ 
shape the way we set up our operations on the field and implement our 
interventions. 

We have, in only five years, succeeded in deploying our staff across the nine 
districts of the island of Mauritius, reaching out to the poorest of the poor, the 
most geographically remote, the most secluded, grounding ourselves in more 
than ninety localities to date. We have raised an army of trained & dedicated 

social work professionals committed to ending poverty in all its forms (SDG1), fight discrimination and 
exclusion, and reduce the inequalities and vulnerabilities that leave people behind and undermine the 
potential of individuals as holders of rights. Reducing inequalities and ending poverty is a long term 
fight and we stand motivated, more than ever, to deploy our operations further in the years to come and 
to participate, along with other stakeholders, to upholding the pledge that our country has taken as a 
UN member state.

LEAVE NO ONE BEHIND
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Lovebridge Accompaniment Method

The Lovebridge method is based on psychosocial intervention and consists of the 
following:

• Field support to families on 6 interconnected pillars - multidimensional approach to 
poverty reduction inspired by the Global Multidimensional Poverty Index (UNDP)

• Relationship based approach

• +130 000 hours on the field since 2015

• Balanced caseload: manageable ratio per field worker (to ensure quality, depth & impact 
of field work)

• Minimum of 5 to 8 hours of support work per family per month (proximity with 
beneficiaries, regularity of contact, systematicity of review of action plans – internally 
and with beneficiaries)

• Individualised work, per family & per individual within the family. Field experience has 
shown that when there is family cohesion, the family moves quicker towards empowerment 

• Beneficiary participation & voice: mandatory

• Regular visits/support at home, support outside the home 

• Technical in-kind help through the provision of products & services

• Presence on the field from Monday to Saturday, dawn to dusk. Telephone availability for 
emergencies after hours and during public holidays

• Systemic approach to poverty reduction
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Complementarity between horizontal and vertical services/
interventions and referral system:

The Lovebridge methodology is deployed holistically through a horizontal approach, 
in complementarity to services offered by the Government and by specialised NGOs 
based on needs assessments and a strong referral system.

EDUCATION
Pillar 1.

NUTRITION
Pillar 2.

HOUSING
Pillar 3.

HEALTH
Pillar 4.

ATTITUDE
Pillar 6.

EMPLOYMENT
Pillar 5.

VERTICAL tools by Government & NGOs

Examples of
specialised

Mauritian NGOs

Government →→
No appropriate
policy and tools yet

NGOs →→
Lovebridge + Other
NGOs providing
same type of
accompagnement
service

Government

Family living in 

poverty

Family 1.

Family 2.

Family 3.

Family 4.

...

Ministry of
Education

Ministry of
Social

Security/
Priority

Education
Areas (ZEP)

Ministry of
Housing and

Lands/
NHDC

Ministry of
Health &

Quality of life

Ministry of
Labour

NEF Life
Skills

training

Life Skills
training by

various
sources...

Projet
Employabilité

Jeunes
(Beachcomber

Training
Academy)...

LinktoLife
T1Diams, Pils,

CUT...

Pont du
Tamarinier...

Food
support by

various
sources...

Sens, Anfen,
Alphalec...

H
O
R
I
Z
O
N
T
A
L
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Lovebridge field staff come from very 
diverse academic & socio-cultural 

backgrounds and carry out field visits 
primarily on foot.

Sylvette Padiachy
Head of HR and Finance

Lovebridge applies best practices regarding the recruitment and management 
of Human Resources. Regional teams are empowered to work autonomously 
and Lovebridge has an open-door policy, with flat management.

Good governance is observed with strict financial control. Spending is tracked 
and accounts are audited annually by an external firm and submitted to Business 
Mauritius, the Registrar of Companies and the MRA.

A bi-annual report, covering both Operations and Finances, is submitted to the 
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development, main funder of the project. Donors and sponsors also 
receive their respective reports on utilisation of funds. 
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     OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK
            

• A Management Infrastructure (M.I) is fully in place. This M.I consists of:

• Staff meetings (departmental & regional) and one-on-one meetings, at all levels

• Annual Performance Appraisals

• ‘Cellule reviews’: each ‘beneficiary case’ is systematically reviewed every 2 months

• ‘Cellule meetings’: beneficiaries participate (maximum every 2 months) to their self-
assessment on progress made on their action plans

• Psychosocial methodology is based on Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) adapted to 
field work. Social aspects carried out by trained social workers and psychological aspects by 
psychologists and counselors (individual and group sessions)

Sandrine Sew 
Training & Quality Assurance Officer

Training and quality have a predominant place at Lovebridge. Every new staff, 
independent of his/her educational level and position within the organisation, 
must go through a mandatory training programme. 4 training clusters have 
been developed which are professional practice, psychology, social issues, and 
leadership & management skills. Our training programme includes induction, 
on the job training and continuous learning under the supervision of a team 
leader.

This training methodology has enabled us to provide the same level of service 
to all beneficiary families across all districts. The field support provided is coherent and homogeneous 
across the board. The training provided emanates from field observations and each year, new training 
modules are developed based on beneficiaries’ needs and changing circumstances on the ground.

• The Procedures Manual is fully operational and is updated annually. All the processes for the 
integration, follow up and monitoring of beneficiary families are detailed in the Manual, which 
is dynamic and is refined/evolves continuously based on field experience

• The Lovebridge Training Programme has been tried & tested and is continuously updated 
with the support of a dedicated Training and Quality Assurance Officer
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Sandrine Ah-Choon 
Development & Communication Coordinator

A structured monitoring and evaluation system has been developed and 
implemented at Lovebridge to ensure coherent and systematic tracking 
of the annual progress of beneficiary families on +150 key performance 
indicators (KPIs). Efforts and resources have been devoted to this aspect, 
which is an essential part of programme management.

Knowing where one stands regarding the implementation of a project in relation to the initial plans 
and targets makes it possible to advise management decisions. It forms the basis for modification of 
interventions and assessing the quality of activities being conducted. The results provide an indication 
of where more efforts need to be devoted for the continued progress of the beneficiary families 
towards empowerment.

To obtain the data of the progress reports, monitoring and evaluation (M&E) tools and processes have 
been developed and implemented as shown in the diagram below:

INPUT
DOCUMENTS

+150 KPIs, 6 pillars
Ex: academic progress, employment,
housing renovations / move etc.

SYSTEM FOR
PROCESSING

OUTPUT
REPORT

BENEFICIARY
QUESTIONNAIRE

CELLULE DATA
SHEET (CDS)

CORRELATION OF DATA

YEARLY REPORT

Monitoring & Evaluation framework
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       External assessment of the Lovebridge methodology

A 2-year study carried out by the University of Mauritius (UoM) in collaboration with the 
Mauritius Research and Innovation Council (MRIC) on the psychosocial accompaniment 
method of the Lovebridge project.    

The study (titled: Research on long term holistic accompaniment of families living in poverty in the Republic 
– A case study of the Lovebridge Model) shows the positive impact of the Lovebridge psychosocial 
accompaniment method on beneficiaries as shown in the following study extracts:

(i) “After having joined the programme, beneficiaries are clearly more willing and better equipped to stand 
on their own feet and face the daily struggles with a positive mindset.”

(ii) “The emotional and psycho-social support brought through accompaniment of the Lovebridge team is 
valued by beneficiaries more than material help and support they may receive.”

(iii) “There was unanimity about the fact that the help and support they had received before joining the 
Lovebridge project did not have as a profound and long-term impact as is the case with the present 
accompaniment programme.”

(iv) “What emerges out of this study is that the accompaniment model adopted by Lovebridge, with its 
multi-dimensional and participatory approach, does have a significant impact on poverty reduction on the 
ground.”

(v) “Lovebridge’s comparative advantage is that it has privileged access to the field. It is, thus, recommended 
that Lovebridge should increase its role as facilitator/coordinator between families living in poverty and 
other public, private and parastatal organisations and institutions.”

(vi) “The accompaniment approach adopted by Lovebridge and applied to the Mauritian context is clearly 
making a significant impact on the ground in terms of fighting poverty through empowerment.”

(vii) “At national and policy level, this (Lovebridge) accompaniment approach can grow and have significant 
impact on families living in poverty if it is provided with the necessary positioning, materials and human 
resources”

The Study and the Lovebridge psychosocial accompaniment method have been presented and awarded 
at the 6th International Conference on Poverty and Sustainable Development, held in Sri Lanka in 
December 2019. 12



     LOVEBRIDGE IN MAURITIUS (at end 2020)

RIVIERE DU REMPART
5 localities

SAVANNE
6 localities

MOKA
12 localities

900 children | 618 adults  
Supported by a multidisciplinary team of
50 social work professionals

FLACQ
2 localities

PAMPLEMOUSSES
5 localities

GRAND PORT
5 localities

PORT LOUIS
18 localities

PLAINES-WILHEMS
30 localities

BLACK RIVER
9 localities

9districts

92 localities
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    BACKGROUND & HISTORY OF LOVEBRIDGE

Initial concept (2012 - 2015)
The Lovebridge project started on a small-scale basis in 2012, under the Curepipe Starlight Sports Club, 
with a view of supporting families living in poverty towards empowerment, this with the help of volunteers 
and field workers. From 2012 to 2015, the Lovebridge team was providing psychosocial accompaniment to 
a group of 40 families. The team had the opportunity to learn from field experience and started to develop 
innovative tools and methods for empowerment. During that period, the activities were concentrated in two 
regions (Upper Plaines Wilhems and Black River) and the first results of this initial concept showed that the 
families had progressed on the six fundamental, interconnected pillars and towards empowerment.

Lovebridge specialises in poverty reduction through psychosocial accompaniment of 
families living in poverty, this by intervening on six fundamental, interconnected pillars of 
multidimensional poverty. Lovebridge has 8 years of experience in this field.
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  Pilot Project (October 2015 - End 2021)
     Current phase
 

In 2015, the Lovebridge concept of empowerment was endorsed by Business Mauritius for 
presentation to the Government of Mauritius after its call made for private sector collaboration 
in the Budget Speech 2015. Lovebridge Ltd, a non-profit company (registered charitable 
institution), was thus, set up in October 2015 as a 5-year pilot project (a public-private 
partnership) in the fight against poverty, under the aegis of the Ministry of Finance, Economic 
Planning & Development and run under the stewardship of Business Mauritius.

January 2016 to June 2016 was the ramp up phase of the pilot project, with the setting up of 
operations on a larger scale. The focus was on the recruitment and training of field staff, the 
drafting of the first formal version of the procedures manual, the setting up of a more elaborate 
monitoring and evaluation system and the deployment of the field team in 5 districts.

From June 2016 to date, Lovebridge operations have grown from 40 families (±180 
beneficiaries) to +350 families (±1,500 beneficiaries), from 2 regions to the 9 districts of the 
island of Mauritius (+90 localities) and from 2 field workers to a multidisciplinary team of +50 
social work professionals.

During this pilot phase (which extends till end 2021), the focus has been on the development 
and refinement of additional tools and methods in the fight against poverty. The Lovebridge 
team has also, during that time, built from its initial field experience and further developed 
specialised skills and know-how, based on +130 000 hours on the field since 2015.
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Cryseus, Baie du Cap

“Zis zour Nwel ti vinn larg kouran kot mwa. 
Sa zour la tou zanfan ti bien kontan : mem 
si to pa aste nanye pou nou mami… seki 
nou pli kontan, noun gayn lalimier kot 
nou… Sa ti enn gran lazwa, monn plore. Mo 
ti dan marenwar… me zot inn met mwa dan 
klarte… ziska zordi mo ankor dan klarte…
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   RESULTS AT END 2020
   SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

PROGRESS REPORT DATA

Single parent
households

(60%)

Adults

618 213
Children

900

The M&E reporting is a correlation of the data 
from the Cellule Data Sheet (CDS - list of KPIs) 
and the Beneficiary Evaluation Questionnaire

DATA CORRELATION: 2020 RESULTS

355 354
Families enrolled in 
the project for more 
than 6 months (CDS) 

Families surveyed through the 
Beneficiary Evaluation Questionnaire  

359
Beneficiary families 

as at end 2020
1518 individuals

50 Staff members
250 Volunteers

Individuals

1518
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TRAFFIC 
LIGHT SYSTEM61%

35%

3%

Sabrina Puddoo
Chief Operations Officer

The Housing Pillar has been at the heart of family empowerment since the 
creation of Lovebridge. Field teams have observed how precarious housing 
conditions affect the daily lives of beneficiaries. The lack of running water, 
electricity, rundown facilities and buildings, lack of safety and promiscuity are 
major obstacles to the health and hygiene of individuals, to food conservation 
and, more broadly, to job maintenance and academic progress. But beyond that, 
poor physical living conditions greatly reduce self-esteem, self-value, self-image. 

That is why, over the years, we have made it a priority to support families as 
much as possible to regain their dignity through the improvement of their 
housing. And the results are there: light, water, a roof, a bed, separate sleeping 
areas, families who are proud of their home. Everyone has mobilised on their 

own scale and according to their abilities to build “a place to call home”.

ORANGE (32% in 2019)
a. } either or
b. 

GREEN (66% in 2019)
a. relationship established
b. progress on the 6 pillars

RED (2% IN 2019)
a. } neither
b. 

18
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MASCO

Through Through psychosocial supportpsychosocial support, the team works with each family member on each aspect of MASCO , the team works with each family member on each aspect of MASCO 
with specific tools which have been developed internally over the years. MASCO is the number one with specific tools which have been developed internally over the years. MASCO is the number one 
pillar at the heart of the pillar at the heart of the empowerment processempowerment process. Progress on the MASCO pillar leads to more confident, . Progress on the MASCO pillar leads to more confident, 
courageous and resilient individuals who are motivated courageous and resilient individuals who are motivated to break out of the cycle of poverty.to break out of the cycle of poverty.

of children have progressed 
on MASCO pillar

77% 77%
of adults have progressed 

on MASCO pillar 

Percentage progress on each MASCO element
Motivation Attitude Skills COurage

Adults 38 33 33 31
Children 55 53 46 42

Beneficiaries’ feedback on the support provided by Lovebridge on the MASCO pillar

ADULTS CHILDREN
“Eski ou nivo motivasyon inn sanze ?” +92%
“Eski oun aprann bann nouvo kitsoz ki amelior ou lavi ek lavi ou fami ?” +88%
“Eski ou nivo kouraz inn sanze ?” +92%
“Eski ou latitid par rapor a ou travay inn sanze ?” +54%
“Eski suivi ledikasyon zanfan inn sanze ?” +72% +83%
“Eski latitid zanfan inn sanze ?” +75%

Motivation

} PRIORITY No. 1
at the heart of the 
empowerment process

Attitude

Skills

COurage
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MASCO CHILDREN (0-10 SCALE) Base 2020
% 

Difference 

1. Motivation 3.8 5.9 55%
• When encouraged by someone else 4.1 6.1 48%
• From his/her own initiative and does not need others to be encouraged…
self motivation 3.5 5.7 63%
2. Attitude 3.8 5.8 53%
• In relation to education 4.0 5.6 41%
• Towards his/her family 3.7 6.0 63%
• In regard to any other situation which he/she has to face 3.6 5.9 64%

3. Skills 3.9 5.7 46%
• Takes care of his/her belongings, environment, follows a daily routine 3.9 5.7 47%
• The child/ adolescent does his/her homework autonomously/ is 
self disciplined/ takes up responsibilities appropriate for his/her age 3.7 5.4 47%
• Socialisation process (in regard to friends/ parents/ Lovebridge Team/ 
society at large) 4.2 6.0 45%
4. COurage 4.5 6.4 42%

MASCO ADULTS (0-10 SCALE) Base 2020
% 

Difference 

1. Motivation 4.7 6.5 37%
2. Attitude 4.9 6.5 31%
3. Skills 4.2 5.4 34%
• Takes care of himself/herself and maintains a proper environment to ensure 
the good health and safety of the family 4.8 5.6 30%
• Provides appropriate support to the children regarding their education 4.1 5.5 35%
• Uses proper techniques to obtain and maintain employment (job skills), this 
to have a stable income  3.9 5.4 36%
4. COurage  5.2 6.8 30%

MASCO
 DETAILED DATA 

MASCO (Motivation, positive Attitude towards empowerment & self-help, Skills/know-how and Courage)
• Main/central pillar
• Driver of beneficiary progress on all other pillars
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‘     EDUCATION
      Lovebridge has worked on various aspects to positively impact on the 
         educational progress of the children, but it remains a challenge 
         and requires long term commitment and efforts

616 children attended school in 2020

Jenyla, Moka

Pou ledikasyon bann zanfan ti bien difisil. 
Mo ti neglizan pou dir ou fran. Aster monn 
pren zot ledikasyon dan mo lame… pran 
zot kaye, kot zot pa kone bizin ed zot. 
Ziska ler tou le de kontinye aprann bien. 
Mo pou travay ziska enn zour zot kapav al 
liniversite, gayn enn bon travay. 

“
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2019 2020

Improvement on a more convenient place at home dedicated to children’s education 22% 22%
Improvement in the children’s school materials 31% 33%

24% Improvement in the parents’ attitude towards education

244 (31%) Children have benefited from educational support

50% Parents are considered as having a very good attitude towards education 

143 (18%) Children were enrolled in extra-curricular activities

Education of children: to allow families to break out of generational poverty

• Working towards the integration/ reintegration of out of school children into the educational 
system, whether an alternative or mainstream system according to the profile of the children

• Close follow-up of the children’s attendance & performance at school

• Working on the MASCO (psychosocial aspect) of the children to enhance and sustain their interest 
in education and knowledge acquisition in general

• Working on the MASCO (psychosocial aspect) of the parents/ guardians to help them in providing 
support and a conducive environment (including in habits & routine) for their children’s academic 
progress & success

• Working on the house setup to ensure that there is an appropriate dedicated space where the 
children can study

• Provision of school materials & uniforms and payment of van/crèche services for small children as 
required

• Ensuring educational continuum between school and home

in educational failure, 
compared to baseline

55%23% to 19%
representing 319 children 

have progressed academically

Beneficiaries’ feedback on the support provided by Lovebridge on the education pillar
• “Eski ou trouve ou zanfan inn fer progre ?” 87% YES 
• “Ki linportans ledikasyon ena pou ou ?” 91% “Extra inportan”

22
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Marie-Michèle Etienne
Lovebridge Ambassador

Helping children living in poverty to achieve their 
dreams!

In 2020, Lovebridge has invited 90 children 
beneficiaries (ambassadors) to express themselves 
through an artistic project called ‘Rakont mwa to 
Rev’, a collection of texts and drawings through 
which the children have shared their dreams 
and aspirations for themselves, their family, their 
community and their country.

The children have put on paper their ambitions and 
hopes for a better future. Many have depicted their 
daily struggles. 

It is important to not only hear but, above all, listen 
to children living in poverty, as they are the most 
vulnerable among the vulnerable of our society.
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     EMPLOYMENT / EMPLOYABILITY
         Helping families to develop their skills 
         in obtaining & maintaining stable employment and revenue

Employment and Employability/training to improve current & future revenue generation through 

improved attitude towards work and improved employability capabilities or self-employment avenues

• Preparing for work: improvement of skills through training (as required), short & long term goal 

setting (attitude & motivation), physical preparation

• Obtaining work: help in CV writing, interview skills, job search

• Maintaining work: positive reinforcement, working with HR, support in changing behavioural patterns

63%

83%

of households have progressed 
on the employment pillar 

of employable individuals were 
in full-time or part-time 

employment in 2020 
vs 71% at baseline

Beneficiaries’ feedback on the support provided by Lovebridge on the employment pillar
• “Eski oune fer progre dan travay depi ki ou dan Lovebridge ?” 62% YES 

‘Premye fwa monn resi fer enn CV. Monn fier prezant sa ek sa inn permet mwa 
gayn enn travay’ ~ Ajay

in unemployment, compared to baseline
as compared to a decrease to 9% in 2019

before the Covid-19 pandemic

29% to 17%

12 24

A decrease from



Jonathan, Résidence Barkly

Mo ti dekouraze ek mo pa tiena mwayen 
pou kontiyn mo letid pou vinn desinater 
an arsitektir. Lovebridge inn ed mwa ek 
zordi monn fer plan mo lakaz mo mem ek 
mo pe resi konstrir mo lakaz ar mo lame. 

“
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    HOUSING 
       Enabling families to live in decent and secure conditions

progress on the living space

Decent Housing
• Helping beneficiaries move forward faster with their most urgent and critical housing renovations 

and upgrades (improvement of safety and sanitary conditions, increase in separate adult-children 
sleeping areas)

• Partial assistance (as required & when possible) with the requested deposit for obtention of a 
social housing unit

• Working with beneficiaries (participation required) to improve living conditions (physical 
home environment) so as to meet the basic requirements for decent shelter (access to utilities, 
availability of toilets, bathroom, kitchen and sleeping areas)

families have received support for 
housing projects since 2016 for a total 
amount of Rs 7.1M

‘Mo remersye Lovebridge kinn vinn ar mwa fer mo demars NHDC, ouver mo kont
PEL pou mo ramass mo ti kass. Zordi gras a sa, monn resi gayn mo lakaz’ ~ Nawsheen

60%

314
of households have progressed 
on the housing pillar 

Beneficiaries’ feedback on the support provided by Lovebridge on the housing pillar
• “Eski ou trouve oun fer progre lor lozman ?” 65% YES

205 houses still need improvement to minimum standards

23%

21% progress on the safety level
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   FOOD & NUTRITION
      Helping beneficiary families to secure food autonomy and responding to their food 

       emergencies, this while they work constructively towards empowerment over the long term

77% 

Food and Nutrition (in quantity & in quality/balanced diet)
• Access to affordable sources of food 

• Improved household budget management skills

• Increased awareness on nutritional demands, especially for children, sick family members & the elderly

• Setting up of self-sufficiency projects

All households have benefited from food support due to the 
Covid-19 context.

66% of households have progressed 
on the food & nutrition pillar 

Beneficiaries’ feedback on the support provided by Lovebridge on the food & nutrition pillar

• “Eski ou trouve ki oun fer progre o nivo manze dan lakaz ?” 93% YES
• “Dan ki manier ?” 86% “Monn gayn led Lovebridge pou gayn manze”  

of households are considered not autonomous on the food & nutrition pillar
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Pamela, Bambous

Monn koumans plante ek swayn poul depi 
lane dernyer... Aster nou pe gayn inpe pou 
nou manze ek inpe pou nou vande.

“
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Marie Josée, Curepipe

Mo ti malad bien souvan parski nou lakaz ti 
pe koule ek nou ti pe dormi anba lor matla 
mouye. Avek soutien ki monn gayne monn 
resi fer seki bizin. Zordi mo zanfan ek mwa 
dormi trankil ek mo malad mwen souvan.

“
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    HEALTH
       Encouraging self-care among beneficiary families

61 unattended issues as compared to 
137 when the households first entered the project

• Physical / Emotional Health

• Connecting beneficiaries to appropriate health services and encouraging regular health checks & 
adherence to treatment

• Referral for specialised health services (physical and psychological/psychiatric)

• Sexual reproductive health, with focus on family planning, awareness & prevention of teen 
pregnancy, sexually transmitted infections

50% 328of households have progressed 
on the health pillar

interventions by Lovebridge 
to assist beneficiaries having 
health issues 

Beneficiaries’ feedback on the support provided by Lovebridge on the health pillar
• “Eski ou trouve oun fer progre o nivo la sante ou fami ?” 68% YES 
• “Dan ki manier ?” 42% “Noun gayn suivi ek sikolog”, 47% “Inn gayn tretman ki bizin”

‘Mo ti trakase pou mo tifi ki ena enn maladi kronik. Stress la ti anpes mwa 
avanse. Aster mo konpran so maladi ek mo kapav zere pli bien’ ~ Jenita

598
sessions with Lovebridge psychologists for 395 individuals 

• The sessions with the psychologists impact on the MASCO of the beneficiaries

• There are still 61 unattended health issues. Beneficiaries have other priorities and their health 
problems are often secondary.
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    EMPOWERMENT 70 families 
have been empowered since 2015... 

with more on the way!

A family is considered empowered when the following criteria are met:

• MASCO of the parents is considered stable & autonomous 
• Stability in employment & revenue 
• Education of the children is on good track & benefiting from the necessary support of the parents
• Food autonomy
• No housing / unattended health issue which may negatively impact the family
• Stability over a period of 12 months is sought before empowerment decision

Over the medium term:

• Progressed overall (6 pillars) – Quality of life has improved
• Gained tools, skills & assets allowing them to sustain their progress
• Built the internal resources for resilience & problem solving (MASCO)

Long term impact:

• Poverty reduction as outcome, with families and individuals sustainably breaking out of the 
poverty cycle over one generation.

The empowerment of beneficiary families is a determinant 
moment which proves that succeeding is possible with 
the adequate accompaniment and support.MASCO
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Building bridges
out of poverty
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       RELATIONAL
            ‘LOVE’ BRIDGE General beneficiary feedback 

Beneficiaries’ feedback on their relationship 
with the Lovebridge team

“Eski ou panse ou kapasite pou dibout 
lor ou lipie inn sanze depi Lovebridge pe 
akonpagn ou ?” 
95% YES 
“Kifer ?”
• “Mo nepli tousel” 34%
• “Monn gayn enn led o nivo bann pilie” 21%
• “Monn gayn konsey/linformasion” 19%

Beneficiaries’ feedback 
on Lovebridge 

100%
YES

TEAM
WORK

99% 
YES

72% 
YES

The role of volunteers (accompagnateurs bénévoles) is to further assist in the social inclusion 
of beneficiary families.

‘Kan ou ena kikenn a kote ou, ou ena plis lafors pou avanse’ ~ Premila

“Eski ou satisfait ounn rentre 
dans proze Lovebridge ?”

“Eski ou satisfe ek sipor ou gayn 
ek lekip Lovebridge ?”
“Li enn relasion fami/lamitie” 94%

“Eski ou satisfe ek sipor ou gayn 
ek akonpagnater ?” 
“Li enn relasion fami/lamitie” 66%

Beneficiaries’ feedback on their relationship 
with volunteers (accompagnateurs bénévoles)

Beneficiary Family

Lovebridge Team/Social Worker85%

Volunteer
Accompagnateur15%LOVE

In a relationship-based approach, the Lovebridge team seeks to build bridges with the families as 
the relational aspect is key to MASCO and to a successful accompaniment.
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SOCIAL INCLUSION
      

• Relationship building/close connection and collaboration between beneficiaries, Lovebridge team 
and volunteers

• Families welcoming support on a voluntary basis

• Friendly/family-type bonds (yet with guidelines and professional framework)

• Open communication

• Mutual respect

• Understanding of beneficiaries’ challenges (grassroot experience), non-judgmental approach

• Presence of +250 volunteers from different walks of life for further social connections
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• Psychosocial accompaniment is an essential tool in the Fight Against Poverty

• Results from the annual internal evaluations and the University of Mauritius report show 
that the Lovebridge method works

• Lovebridge method is adaptable and can be scaled up gradually

• Collaboration among stakeholders works. Over the last 4 years, there have been around 
1 500 referrals. Cases which require specialised help have been referred to other 
organisations (public, private, civil society organisations)

• Non-material help is valued as much as material help by the beneficiary families as per 
a survey carried out in July 2020 with all Lovebridge beneficiary families following the 
Covid-19 confinement

• Over time, there has been a paradigm shift from accompaniment done primarily by 
volunteers to accompaniment performed almost exclusively by the Lovebridge team. 
The project has evolved as per field reality and experience. Psychosocial accompaniment 
is needed to bring tangible results. Structured, systematic and regular accompaniment 
provided by a multidisciplinary team of trained social work professionals is what brings 
empowerment results 

• Empowerment is a journey not a destination and every progress, big or small, counts. 
Efforts need to be sustained over the long-term to break the cycle of generational poverty

• Difficult terrain – Lovebridge field staff work in geographically remote areas.  Some areas can 
also prove to be dangerous with multiple social ills including drug trafficking and violence

     LEARNINGS FROM 5-YEAR PILOT PROJECT
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     BIG BOLT CONCLUSIONS

PSYCHOSOCIAL ACCOMPANIMENT WORKS
It directly impacts the motivation, attitude towards empowerment and self-help, skills/know-
how and courage of families living in poverty which, in turn, drive progress on all the other pillars. 

RECOGNITION OF SOCIAL WORK AS A TECHNICAL PROFESSION
Field experience has shown that training of staff, monitoring & evaluation, and a well-defined 
management infrastructure, support systematic progress of beneficiaries. This cannot be 
achieved only by volunteers as psychosocial accompaniment is labour intensive.
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Support Office 
c/o Ferney Spinning Mills 
Royal Road, Forest-Side

(+230) 5 448 1111 / 697 8011

info@lovebridge.mu

On behalf of Lovebridge 
beneficiaries and team, we 
thank all stakeholders who have 
contributed to the progress of 

families. 

f  lovebridgeproject

www.lovebridge.mu


